
 

 

Homily 8th Sunday Ordinary time 

 
As many a school pupil knows, one of the best ways to teach is both to be 

memorable yourself, eccentric teachers are often the best, and to create 

memorable images.  I can still remember a Latin teacher (can even picture 

him) from when I was about ten who, when we were being lazy or messing 

about, which was often, used to shout ‘Go to the ant thou sluggard, study her 

ways and be wise.’  I always remembered it yet had no idea where it came 

from, but now know it is from the Book of Proverbs 6:6-8. 

 Jesus is a great teacher.  He is eccentric in many ways.  Does things 

that annoy the authorities (which would have delighted many of the poorer 

class), eats with the wrong crowd and then does incredible miracles.  In 

today’s gospel he is teaching in proverbs as well. 

 Blind leading the blind, splinters and planks in eyes, so memorable that 

they have become general parts of speech, as has good fruit from good trees. 

 In Ancient Egypt they used proverbs to teach young men, and many of 

those were copied by the Jews into books like today’s first reading from 

Ecclesiasticus, which was also to teach young men.  What the Jews were 

worried about was that young Jewish men were being tempted away from the 

faith by the seductions of Greek culture, theatre and gymnastics, and multiple 

gods.  (There has never been an age when the older generation did not think 

that the younger generation were going to the dogs!  It was just as true in 

ancient Israel.) 

 So Jesus is building today on what we heard last week.  There he was 

laying down some of the guidelines of how a disciple was to live.  If you 

remember it was ‘compassion’ that was the central theme, but how this was 

done was by the very challenging ideas of loving our neighbours, never 

demanding back what was stolen from us.  Of not being attached to property 

or status, not being owned by what we own. 

 And now he is looking at some of our own behaviour.  Some of the 

things we are tempted to do which show a lack of compassion.  The teacher 

has to be true to what he is teaching, if not he  will only lead the pupil astray, 

the pupil needs to follow good teaching, not get above themselves, and 

whereas we said last week that we need to know ourselves, here it is in 

proverbial form, “If you are going to put someone else right then just be sure 

that you have got yourself in order first, or think twice about doing it.”  

Splinters and planks,. 

 How do these rules work in real life?  On Thursday morning we woke 

up to the news that Mr. Putin had ordered troops into Ukraine.  The news 

reports made it clear that Mr. Putin was wrong to do so.   



 

 

 But last week we heard that we should not condemn, and should give 

pardon.  And we have the splinters and planks to help us.  Also that we 

should love our enemies. 

 So as Christians we have to take a step back.  Yes, we have to be 

compassionate to all who are caught up in warfare, and we can oppose 

frankly anyone who with a few words instigates what could result in a huge 

loss of life.  Life being one of the most precious things we stand for, the 

preservation of it. 

 But at the same time we may discover that all those who condemn 

Russia may not be totally innocent themselves.  (Planks and splinters.) If 

they looked at their own position they may discover that they have been 

acting in their own interest most of the time.  Ukraine caught up in the 

middle of it.  Who knows? 

 All we know is that we are called on to be compassionate and to love 

our enemies, and any temptation to exacerbate friction would not fit into 

Luke’s vision of a just peace. 

 There is the old phrase, What would Jesus do?  Most of the time there 

is no clear answer.  But we can see here that a rush to take sides, build 

barricades (metaphorical ones), is not what Jesus would be doing.  He would 

be sitting down with Ukrainian troops and citizens and ordinary Russian 

ones, and seeking to heal.  Which is far from satisfactory in most of our 

minds, and not nearly as exciting, and it seems that the bully might win.  But 

Jesus always worked for conversion rather than attack.   

 I think it is safe to say that Christianity as a whole lost the meaning of 

some of these chapters in its history as a religion at times, or managed to re-

interpret them so much that they hardly came to have a meaning.  And this is 

where being a Christian is so hard, because it often means not doing what we 

would love to do, what even seems the fair thing to do at times, but taking a 

path that trusts completely in Jesus.  I am the Way, the Truth and the Life he 

says after all. 

 The Church needs to learn to love within itself at times too.  We can 

easily fall prey to drawing up battle lines as to which type of Mass, which 

Pope, etc, that we prefer and then refusing to entertain the possibility that 

there might be some right in the other’s position, ignoring the plank in our 

own eye, of course.  We forget all these injunctions that we have here in the 

gospel. 

 We come back to Luke, Jesus and the gospel.  We have parameters or a 

prism through which to view life.  Once again, love our enemies, beware 

condemnation, and never forget to check our eyes for planks.  

   


